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1. The virtualization
mandate
“To achieve operational cost
reductions and improve flexibility in its existing Information
Technology (IT) infrastructure,
the Department of the Navy
(DON) will virtualize all current
servers and server-based
systems/applications.”
Navy chief information officer
Terry Halvorsen, Memorandum
on Server, System, and
Application Virtualization,
July 29, 2013.

2. Trusted by
government
Red Hat solutions are being
used throughout the federal
government, from processing
Medicare claims at the CMS to
handling airplane traffic at the
FAA to enhancing every tactical
vehicle in the DOD.

The Navy accelerates virtualization and cloud computing
The Navy’s new mandate to virtualize all servers and server-based systems and applications by the
end of fiscal year 2017 gives a significant boost to ongoing Navy efforts to improve the efficiency of
IT assets.1 The push to expand virtualization also lends support to the Navy’s strategy of using a mix
of public and private clouds to reduce costs while enhancing capabilities. 2 But as they adopt new
virtualization and cloud solutions, Navy organizations should do so with an eye toward increasing
the flexibility of their IT infrastructures. Ultimately, they want a virtual environment that expands
their options to address their evolving needs, especially to use the widest range of existing and
upcoming technologies.
Red Hat understands this challenge. Our open source virtualization solutions offer exceptional
efficiency and interoperability to provide a flexible path forward, helping organizations avoid costly
vendor lock-in that may limit future options for modernization and growth. Red Hat’s virtualization
solutions provide the essential foundation for Navy organizations to step into a hybrid cloud environment that meets the security and performance requirements for their national security missions.
With Red Hat, hybrid means more than simply a combination of public and private cloud. Hybrid
means deployment flexibility —physical, virtual, or cloud. Hybrid means on-premise and/or hosted.
Hybrid also means multi-vendor support with the ability to incorporate and integrate legacy
systems, applications, and data, so the Navy can take advantage of investments already made.

RED HAT’S EFFICIENT PATH TO THE CLOUD
Red Hat is the open-source, open-standards foundation for efficient, flexible cloud computing.
Red Hat® Cloud Infrastructure makes it easy to build and manage a private Infrastructure-as-aService (IaaS) cloud that is based on datacenter virtualization and management technologies
for traditional workloads. Red Hat Cloud Infrastructure bundles and integrates three complementary Red Hat solutions—Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization, Red Hat Enterprise Linux® OpenStack®
Platform, and Red Hat CloudForms—to provide a clear path for moving from a traditional datacenter
virtualization model to a cloud-enabled workloads model.

3. Red Hat in action

RED HAT VIRTUALIZATION AND CLOUD SOLUTIONS

More than 80% of Fortune
500 companies use Red Hat
products and solutions. Read
their stories at: redhat.com/
resourcelibrary/case-studies.

The Navy’s fast-growing requirements for virtualization run in parallel with the service’s efforts to
consolidate datacenters, expand cloud services (private, public, and hybrid), and exploit mounting
stores of data using “big data” analytics. Red Hat offers an array of virtualization and cloud
solutions to meet these requirements:
• Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization. A complete datacenter virtualization product for Linux and
Windows workloads that enables you to build an agile, secure, and highly scalable virtualization
foundation with the features needed for traditional enterprise application workloads. This suite
of solutions also includes a standalone hypervisor and virtualization management tools for both
servers and desktops.
1 Memorandum on Server, System, and Application Virtualization, Navy Chief Information Officer Terry Halvorsen,
July 29, 2013.
2 Update to Department of the Navy Approach to Cloud Computing, Navy CIO Terry Halvorsen, June 4, 2013.
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• Red Hat Secure Virtualization (sVirt). A powerful and proven security tool that was
co-developed with the National Security Agency (NSA). sVirt protects against hypervisor and
virtual virus attacks across virtual machines, regardless of the operating systems being used by
guest virtual machines.
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• Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform. This platform provides an integrated
foundation to create, deploy, and scale a secure and reliable public or private OpenStack cloud.
Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform manages one or more hypervisors and provides
self-service cloud capabilities to your users.
• Red Hat CloudForms. An open management solution for both virtual environments and
hybrid cloud environments that provides visibility and control over existing heterogeneous
virtual infrastructures. CloudForms provides multivendor support that lets you deploy, monitor,
and manage cloud services across Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization, VMware vSphere, and other
virtualization solutions, hypervisors, and platforms.
• OpenShift by Red Hat. Red Hat’s Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) automates the hosting, configuration, deployment, and administration of application stacks in an elastic cloud environment.
OpenShift enables your developers to quickly create the environments they need to build applications, while providing automation and standardization for greater operational efficiency.
Each of these solutions is vendor agnostic, so they can be used to complement existing
technologies—including other virtualization solutions — to give you more options, competition,
and innovation as you expand your virtual environment.

THE RED HAT ADVANTAGE
Red Hat has been a leading provider of open source solutions to the Navy for more than a decade,
helping Navy organizations realize significant gains in efficiency and performance with Red Hat
Enterprise Linux, Red Hat JBoss® Middleware, and other leading Red Hat products. Our
virtualization and cloud solutions have been deployed across government with proven results for:
• Flexibility. Red Hat open source virtualization solutions are easily configured to interoperate with
a wide range of products and in diverse environments.
• Security. Red Hat secures its suite of virtualized solutions with Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux)
technology to protect data, networks, and systems. SELinux was co-developed with the NSA for
compliance with the strictest security standards.
• Compliance. Red Hat products and solutions are helping federal organizations comply with
modernization goals and mandates such as the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative,
Federal Cloud Computing Strategy, and the Navy’s new virtualization and cloud mandates.
• Lower total cost of ownership (TCO). By avoiding vendor lock-in and proprietary software,
Red Hat’s open source solutions simplify the process for modifying and upgrading software,
expand opportunities to innovate, and help speed new capabilities to the fleet.
As Navy organizations develop their strategies for virtualization and the cloud, they should
consider the significant advantages that Red Hat and open source software can offer. Not only does
Red Hat help you reduce TCO, but our virtualization and cloud solutions also provide more options
for pursuing innovation, modernizing your IT infrastructure, and realizing the full value of your IT
investments to better support the Navy’s unique global missions.

